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About This Game

You are an enormous creature from beneath the ocean who has never seen the surface. What will you do with this world of
humans? Can you survive? Will they?

Multiple endings based on your actions

Short playthroughs that play out differently depending on your choices

Graphics, physics, interactability, and sound remastered from the original Flash version

Accessibility features to help legibility

Story

Last night I had a dream.

I floated in darkness, immense, squamous. My mind flowed like my body, slowly and sinuously, tremendous wheels both too slow
and too fast for me to describe to you now.

I was perfect, and titanic, and serene. But then, as I moved through the cold abyss, I saw a light. And as I came near, I saw
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something... wonderful.
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As a nature lover is a must for me to have this game !
The enviroment looks is really like when you are in nature and it feels like you exlore this beautifull place and and I was able to
take screenshots exactly how I see the place with my own eyes..

The story is also nice and surprising (I will not spoil :P )
well I haven't found the Genie yet but I hope I will :)

The game can be playable again not only to get a different end but to see other places and make new screenshots and also in any
time for exploration ;)

The voices are also nice and clear. I was able to understand the story without the subtitles, but it is nice that there are subtitles.

the music is also relaxing or can be surprising ;)
well in general I do not want to spoil ! I let you explore by your self .. so yes I definitelly recommend this game!. living out 13
year-old me's dream xD. Got this little fella with the PDL. Considering the price for me, good train, good train.. THIS IS SO
GOOD... But Can You Please Do Advanced Mutiplayer With Other Cameras And Audio Listeners And Other Stuff..

I STILL DEFFENTLY RECOMEND IT Also I'm Not A Beginner So If Your NOT New To Coding Or Unity Go To C2 If You
Are Go To C1. Despite not having the most visually appealing design, and at times having the game feel of an early PS2 game,
1979 Revolution: Black Friday touched me in a way few games have. For one the games story is both fasinating and engaging.
The game does an excellent job of making you feel like you are in late 70's Iran as well as giving you tons of information about
the Iranian revolution and life in Iran. Reza's journey throughout the game was one that told the story of the revolution in
probably the most neuanced way I've ever seen. Despite this though, the game does have some flaws. For one it's super short.
Like 2 hours short if you really spend your time looking at things and reading the in game information. The quicktime events
also feel like justification to have "gameplay" in the game when game play is a glorified press x when you see x. It's not fun here
and it isn't fun anywhere else. Which is kinda sad when most of the more interactive parts of the game are very enjoyable
including the medic minigame. The game also is filled with false choices that don't actually effect the story which wouldn't be a
big problem if it didn't also include some of the major choices in the game.  The choice on who is the mole is actually a false
choice which makes who you choose have way less actual impact as is the choice on who to save at the end of the game to an
extent. The ending is also fumbled pretty badly  A lot of these flaws can be attributied to the fact this is a small indie
development company working on a pretty small budget. This game really made me think about both the revolution in 1979 but
also our current times and for a game currently selling for only 6 bucks, its worth your money.. Very basic and lacks
explanations. There are four expeditions and at least two global resources. What do they do? I don't know. There's no
mechanical explanation or even fluff for most of them. Rather annoying.
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Being a man of more than a few years I remember and loved the old Sentinel. Although feeling a bit striped down and a slight
change to the rules, it has not lost the tension and occasional frantic activity. This is one of those rare, simple but great games.
Recommended to all those puzzle lovers who enjoy a bit of tension.. Bugs, glitches and a rather unintuitive UI (no tooltips, or
ways to check current objectives) mar this game. It's very clear that this game could've done with a few more weeks of
polishing. However, the basic concept is pretty fun. It's very similar to Ghost Master, where you scare the inhabitants and or
visitors of your home, except that game is a tad more indepth. Considering this is a first attempt from The Fine Young
Capitalists, don't expect any panty droppers... just a simple, fun game where you scare
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of unsuspecting people looking for a thrill. I think my favorite part of the game
is the varied number of characters, their reactions and the character models themselves. A very interesting artstyle to say the
least. All in all, it's worth 5 bucks and it makes for a passable first outing. Can't wait to see what else comes from this company.
Impressions:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AoTheNlPOjA. no one online, boring singleplayer mode, hardly any updates from devs
wait for a big sale and 1.3 update. Not a fan, I feel like developers are trying to combine too many things into one game, and it
falls short at the end. The gameplay is no longer click and go like the previous series, you utilize AWSD to move around, yet
you have to constantly change the view of the camera with the right mouse button to avoid running into walls.

The combat system is very messy on the eye, a lot of things are happening at the same time, and you have to quickly select a
skill to use on the target while the NPCs are attacking you continously.

The menu is a mess too, and the tutorial pages is too messy to understand. For the loots inside houses, you can't even tell if you
can loot the item or not because there's no special indications like a glow to indicate what you can and cannot loot. You pretty
much have to go into all the rooms, and try clicking on everything. Meanwhile, because the camera view is a mess, and you have
to akwardly jump around and running into furnitures inside these small buildings, it's really a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to even go inside the buildings.

The short animation in between scenes are very long, and you cannot speed it up. The slow dialogues is also the same for "...."
team chat. Every once in awhile you can click on "...." and your teammates will have a conversation, and there's absolutely no
way to speed it up, so it takes over a minutes to read one line. It's horrible. I also don't like how the animations are, there are no
expressions on the characters, their mouth moves ever so slightly to indicate they are indeed talking\/whispering, but that's it. It's
uncomfortable to watch them talk, like you can hear the emotions from the voice actors, but the characters are absolutely
emotionless. Seriously. I got really motion sick after trying it out for 20 minutes. The camera moves way too much, and it's not
fun.

I don't recommend this game.. Quite Epic
This game will make you feel angry. You will want to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665your gerbil. This will happen all
the time. You will lose hundreds of thousands of souls. You must die.

It is a game where dying is a requirement. In order to git gud you will and must die.

I find this game very fun and I recommend this greatly. It doesn't matter how you look or what you weigh or what gender you
are, you can beat this game. It is a great rpg and somewhat an open world.

Only Con is the goddamn camera.. Have you ever paid $89.00 for a game and found it too be a big pile a unplayable rubbish.
Well for this game i only paid $12.74 and for that price it has achieved a great deal more than some more costly games have. Its
playable, no soul stealing bugs and it would give me entertainment on a rainy day. It probably should be defined as a casual
simulator type game as its not realy a full on simulator. My only minor complaint would be that sometimes its hard to get your
vehicle to its destination(rare). Thumbs up to the creators.

Note: I have never forgotten a steam review where a reviewer compained about a 99 cent game. You get what you pay for, if
you get more than what you pay for its a bonus and why complain.. Good & short , i like it !. I like it. I enjoyed wearing it in
snowy areas to fit the theme. Although it's only worth it in a bundle. Don't bother buying it individually.. I tried some of this in
real life and I can confirm it works.. Overral this is good but for to play must use energy and energy recharge with time it's
pretty sure boring for me..
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